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Abstract The mixed layer (ML) temperature and salinity changes in the central tropical Atlantic have
been studied by a dedicated experiment (Cold Tongue Experiment (CTE)) carried out from May to July 2011.
The CTE was based on two successive research cruises, a glider swarm, and moored observations. The
acquired in situ data sets together with satellite, reanalysis, and assimilation model data were used to evalu-
ate box-averaged ML heat and salinity budgets for two subregions: (1) the western equatorial Atlantic cold
tongue (ACT) (23–10W) and (2) the region north of the ACT. The strong ML heat loss in the ACT region
during the CTE was found to be the result of the balance of warming due to net surface heat ﬂux and cool-
ing due to zonal advection and diapycnal mixing. The northern region was characterized by weak cooling
and the dominant balance of net surface heat ﬂux and zonal advection. A strong salinity increase occurred
at the equator, 10W, just before the CTE. During the CTE, ML salinity in the ACT region slightly increased.
Largest contributions to the ML salinity budget were zonal advection and the net surface freshwater ﬂux.
While essential for the ML heat budget in the ACT region, diapycnal mixing played only a minor role for the
ML salinity budget. In the region north of the ACT, the ML freshened at the beginning of the CTE due to pre-
cipitation, followed by a weak salinity increase. Zonal advection changed sign contributing to ML freshening
at the beginning of the CTE and salinity increase afterward.
1. Introduction
Large-scale ocean-atmosphere interaction in the tropical Atlantic is an important driver of climate variability.
It undergoes strong changes under current global warming conditions. Increasing sea surface temperatures
(SSTs) [Deser et al., 2010; Xie et al., 2010] are associated with distinct changes in sea surface salinity (SSS) pat-
tern [e.g., Durack and Wijffels, 2010], which were predicted by climate models as the result of an increased
hydrological cycle [e.g., Allen and Ingram, 2002]. However, the physical processes dominating the oceans’
heat and salinity balances in the mixed layer (ML), which interact with the overlying atmosphere, are often
poorly understood. A particular phenomenon in the Eastern Equatorial Atlantic (EEA) is the annual develop-
ment of a region of cold SSTs. This so-called Atlantic cold tongue (ACT) forms in boreal spring/summer,
when the southeasterly trades intensify [Philander and Pacanowski, 1981], and retracts toward the end of
the year resulting in uniformly warm SSTs within the tropical Atlantic. Minimum temperatures of about 22C
are reached within the ‘‘center’’ of the ACT at approximately 10W [Jouanno et al., 2011a]. This is a reduction
of about 6C compared to maximum SSTs occurring during late boreal winter and spring, before the onset
of the ACT. The seasonal cycle of SST is most pronounced at this location. Toward the western and southern
edges of the ACT, the seasonal cycle of SST is still evident, but temperatures do not reach the minimum val-
ues found at 10W at the equator. The interannual variability of the SSTs within the ACT is small in ampli-
tude compared to the seasonal cycle. Nevertheless, it is of climatic relevance: signiﬁcant correlation was
found between interannual variability of the ACT and the West African Monsoon (WAM) [Brandt et al., 2011;
Caniaux et al., 2011].
The seasonal migration of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), in association with the corresponding
wind ﬁeld, is the most prominent phenomenon in tropical ocean-atmosphere interaction. In the EEA, the
southeasterlies cross the equator throughout the year and the ITCZ is located to the north of the equator
[Philander et al., 1996]. The upper-ocean current system in the equatorial region is dominated by zonal
ﬂows: the eastward ﬂowing Equatorial Undercurrent (EUC) and the westward South Equatorial Current (SEC)
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at the sea surface. One consequence of the equatorial current structure is elevated vertical shear of horizon-
tal velocity due to these opposing currents leading to elevated mixing in the upper thermocline [e.g.,
Hummels et al., 2013]. Additionally, variability in the currents and in hydrography is caused by the passage
of Tropical Instability Waves (TIWs), propagating westward at and near the equator [Duing et al., 1975;
Legeckis, 1977]. These waves are generated via barotropic and baroclinic instabilities of the zonal current
system [Philander, 1978; von Schuckmann et al., 2008].
A number of different processes lead to spatial and temporal variability of upper-ocean temperatures and
salinities on diurnal, intraseasonal, seasonal, interannual, and longer time scales. Besides atmospheric forc-
ing and horizontal advection through the currents, the ML is also inﬂuenced by vertical entrainment and
diffusion through the ML base. However, the role of the different processes in the ML heat and ML salinity
(MLS) budgets is still under debate. For the western ACT region, Foltz et al. [2003] showed the importance
of horizontal advection by evaluating the different terms of the ML heat budget at PIRATA (Prediction and
Research Moored Array in the Tropical Atlantic) [Bourles et al., 2008] buoy locations. However, the authors
were not able to close the ML heat budget for the equatorial sites at 23W and 10W, similar to the majority
of other studies conducted within the ACT region [e.g., Wade et al., 2011]. They speculated that unac-
counted diapycnal mixing at the base of the ML may contribute to their unexplained residual. This contribu-
tion was recently estimated by Hummels et al. [2013]. Using an extensive set of microstructure observations,
they showed that indeed the diapycnal heat ﬂux through the ML base is a dominant cooling term during
ACT development on the equator at 10W. This is also in general agreement with results obtained from
ocean general circulation models as was recently reported by Jouanno et al. [2011a].
A distinct feature of the upper equatorial thermocline in the central and eastern tropical Atlantic is a pro-
nounced seasonal cycle of salinity [Kolodziejczyk et al., 2014]. During early boreal summer, saline water
masses of the upper thermocline are transported eastward within the EUC to the African coast and recircu-
late westward within the SEC on both sides of the EUC. During mid-boreal summer, the velocity maximum
of the EUC weakens and the equatorial subsurface salinity maximum disappears [Gouriou and Reverdin,
1992; Hisard and Morlie`re, 1973; Johns et al., 2014; Kolodziejczyk et al., 2014].
In analogy to the ML heat content variability, the MLS variability is driven by horizontal salinity (or fresh-
water) advection, vertical entrainment at the ML base, surface freshwater ﬂux (here deﬁned as difference of
evaporation and precipitation: E-P), and salinity diffusion. In fact, Kolodziejczyk et al. [2014] as well as Johns
et al. [2014] recently suggested that intense mixing of the high-saline upper thermocline waters with sur-
face waters in the eastern Gulf of Guinea (GG) is responsible for the erosion of the upper thermocline salin-
ity maximum during late spring and summer. In general, the major difference in the evolution of ML heat
and freshwater anomalies is the lack of a direct feedback between ocean and atmosphere for freshwater
anomalies. Comparing the impact on density changes, the freshwater anomalies might be smaller in magni-
tude than heat anomalies, but their persistence can be longer [Hall and Manabe, 1997].
Analyses of the MLS budget in the western tropical North Atlantic indicated that horizontal advection domi-
nantly contributes to the seasonal cycle in MLS [Foltz and McPhaden, 2008; Foltz et al., 2004]. In the central
and eastern tropical North Atlantic, seasonal variability is dominated by the seasonal cycle in precipitation
[Dessier and Donguy, 1994; Foltz and McPhaden, 2008]. Similar results were found by Da-Allada et al. [2013]
using a combination of in situ, satellite, and reanalysis data to constrain a simpliﬁed ML model. They
showed that horizontal advection, entrainment, and precipitation dominantly contribute to the MLS vari-
ability in the eastern tropical Atlantic (ETA), in the GG, and in the Congo region (CO). In their study, the con-
tribution of diapycnal mixing to the MLS budget was not considered due to a lack of observational data.
Recently, ocean remote sensing has yielded a large increase in available SSS data, particularly important to
study the SSS variability of open ocean regions which were so far insufﬁciently sampled in the past by
research vessels, thermosalinographs on voluntary observing ships and Argo ﬂoats. Currently, two satellite
missions monitoring SSS are operating in parallel, namely the Soil Moisture Ocean Salinity (SMOS) mission
of the European Space Agency [Berger et al., 2002; Font et al., 2012], which started in November 2009, and
the joint U.S./Argentinean Aquarius/Satelite de Aplicaciones Cientiﬁcas (SAC)-D mission [Lagerloef et al.,
2008], which started in June 2011. The high-resolution SSS data have provided new insights into oceanic
freshwater cycles as well as surface ocean dynamics [e.g., Lee et al., 2012; Alory et al., 2012; Tzortzi et al.,
2013] and can be used to improve estimates of the MLS budget.
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In this study, an extensive in situ data set is used to investigate the ML heat and salinity budgets concur-
rently. Hydrographic, oceanic microstructure, and atmospheric data collected during two expeditions on R/
V Maria S. Merian (MSM) in spring/summer 2011 have been combined with simultaneous high-resolution
temperature and salinity data from a glider swarm experiment. During this glider swarm experiment, six
gliders were deployed to measure hydrographic properties between 2S and 2N (one glider track was
extended to 4S) and between 23W and 10W. In the following, we refer to the observational experiment
as the ‘‘Cold Tongue Experiment’’ (CTE). The CTE data set is further augmented by temperature and salinity
proﬁles from Argo ﬂoats and time series from PIRATA buoys and subsurface moorings.
In contrast to former studies, which concentrated on single mooring locations or empirically deﬁned boxes and
examined seasonal ML heat budgets [Foltz et al., 2003; Hummels et al., 2013; Jouanno et al., 2011a; Peter et al.,
2006;Wade et al., 2011], seasonal MLS budgets [Da-Allada et al., 2013], seasonal SST variability [Carton and
Zhou, 1997], or seasonal SSS variability [Bingham et al., 2012; Dessier and Donguy, 1994], this study aims to esti-
mate all terms contributing to the ML heat and MLS budgets as an average over the entire region associated
with the western ACT (Figure 1). Due to the amount of ship time required to obtain such an extensive in situ
data set, the CTE covers only 2 months of the year 2011. The CTE was scheduled between May and July to focus
on the processes responsible for the variability of SST and SSS during the development phase of the ACT.
The paper is structured as follows. After describing the general approach, we present the data and the
detailed methods in section 2. In section 3, we derive and combine the relevant contributions to the ML
heat and salinity budgets and compare the results with mean seasonal cycles. A conclusion is presented
and possible error sources are discussed in section 4.
2. Data and Methods
To determine the various components of the ML heat and salinity budgets, observations of various parame-
ters were required at adequate resolution, i.e., data for all heat and freshwater ﬂux components between
Figure 1. Box edges (black lines) and SSTs from TMI (background colors) between 14 and 17 June 2011. ‘‘ACT’’ describes the area associ-
ated with the Atlantic cold tongue (ACT box), while the northern box is denoted ‘‘North.’’
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atmosphere and ocean, microstructure data to quantify oceanic mixing processes, ocean velocities, and the
hydrography of the ML itself. The strategy pursued here, which is explained in more detail below, requires
complementing the in situ database with further products, such as satellite observations, reanalysis prod-
ucts for ocean-atmosphere heat and freshwater ﬂuxes, surface and ML velocities, and the output of a high-
resolution assimilation model run. In this study, salinities are reported in practical salinity units (PSS-78).
2.1. Box-Averaging Strategy
In situ data collected during the CTE indicate that the ML within the ACT region is characterized by a rela-
tively homogenous water mass. Elevated meridional temperature gradients limit the ACT region to the
south between 3S and 4S and to the north between 1N and 3N. Maximum meridional temperature gra-
dients from satellite SST at 3 day resolution were used to deﬁne the meridional extent of the ACT (Figure 1).
The zonal boundaries of the ACT box were set to 23W and 10W based on the availability of ship and glider
data. To compare the distinct characteristics of the heat and salinity budgets of the ACT region, a second
box located to the north of the ACT between the northern ACT boundary and a ﬁxed boundary at 8N (Fig-
ure 1) was deﬁned. Boxes used for the model analysis followed exactly the same approach. As detailed in
Appendix A, all individual contributions to the ML heat and salinity budgets were calculated either from
individual proﬁles or from a regular 1 3 1 grid and subsequently averaged in the two boxes.
2.2. Ship Data
During the two research cruises ‘‘MSM18/2’’ and ‘‘MSM18/3,’’ lasting from the 11 May to the 11 July, proﬁles
with a conductivity, temperature and depth (CTD) probe were acquired, as well as continuous observations of
the upper-ocean temperature and salinity with a thermosalinograph (TSG) (Figure 2). CTD proﬁling was per-
formed with a SeaBird 911 CTD rosette system and measured salinity was calibrated against bottle salinity
samples analyzed with a Guildline Autosal salinometer. The TSG data were recorded every minute using a Sea-
Bird 38/45 system with an intake located at 6.5 m depth in the front of the ship. The TSG observations were
calibrated against CTD data from 6 to 7 m depth and later considered as additional ML temperature (MLT)
and MLS observations for the box and time averaging and for the comparison with satellite observations.
Along with the CTD proﬁles, microstructure observations were performed at almost all stations. The micro-
structure data were collected using an MSS-90D proﬁler manufactured by Sea&Sun Technology. It was
equipped with two shear sensors, a fast temperature sensor, an acceleration sensor, and a tilt sensor, plus a
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Figure 2. Observations during the cold tongue experiment conducted between May and July 2011. Colored lines denote the glider tracks,
dashed black lines show cruise tracks, and black dots are CTD stations. Background colors show 3 month mean SSS from SMOS with con-
tour interval 0.1, while contour lines show 3 month mean SST from TMI in C. Contour interval is 0.5C.
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set of slower response standard CTD sensors. The data were sampled at a rate of 1024 Hz. A detailed
description of the probe is given in Prandke and Stips [1998]. From the observed velocity microstructure, it
is possible to derive the dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy (TKE), from which the diapycnal ﬂuxes
of heat and salt can be estimated. The dissipation rate is calculated under the assumption of isotropic turbu-
lence from the shear wave number spectrum (Edu0 =dz). The spectrum is integrated between dynamically
adapted wave number limits with e57:5 m
Ð kmax
kmin
Edu0 =dz kð Þdk to estimate the dissipation rate e (m is the kine-
matic viscosity of seawater). Due to the limited resolved wave number band, a variance loss correction is
applied according to the universal Nasmyth spectrum [Oakey, 1982]. The derivation of dissipation rates fol-
lowed here is described in detail in Schafstall et al. [2010] and Hummels et al. [2013].
Shipboard observations of atmospheric properties during CTE included measurements of the downward
shortwave radiation ﬂux with a pyranometer and the downward longwave radiation ﬂux with a pyrgeome-
ter every 2 s (for a description of the devices and the data processing see Kalisch and Macke [2012]). Precipi-
tation was monitored using an optical disdrometer [Großklaus et al., 1998] and the ship’s rain gauge [Hasse
et al., 1998]. A description of the analysis inferring precipitation from the ship’s rain gauge is given by Bumke
and Seltmann [2012]. The reﬂected shortwave radiation was computed according to Taylor et al. [1996],
while upward longwave radiation (F"LW ) was calculated according to the Stefan-Boltzmann law,
F"LW50:97rSST
4, where r is the Boltzmann constant, assuming an emissivity of 0.97 for the sea surface.
Turbulent heat ﬂuxes and evaporation were computed from the ship’s weather station data by using the
parameterization of Bumke et al. [2014]. They estimated the bulk transfer coefﬁcients for latent and sensible
heat and the drag coefﬁcient with the inertial dissipation method and compared their ﬂuxes with the ﬂuxes
estimated with the latest version of the COARE algorithm [Fairall et al., 2003] (Matlab program codes
cor3_0af.m and cor3_0ah.m, available from ftp://ftp1.esrl.noaa.gov/users/cfairall/bulkalg/cor3_0/matlab3_0/
). We also calculated the turbulent ﬂuxes and the evaporation with the COARE algorithm, which yielded
only marginal differences in the ﬁnal ﬂuxes, similar to the ﬁndings of Bumke et al. [2014].
2.3. Glider Data
Six autonomously operating Slocum electric gliders provided temperature and salinity proﬁles at approxi-
mately 3–4 km horizontal resolution and to maximum depths of 800 m. Altogether, 10 glider deployments,
mostly along meridional sections (Figure 2), were performed during the CTE, yielding in a total of about
5600 proﬁles. Thermal lag hysteresis in salinity calculations was corrected by applying the method of Garau
et al. [2011], where four correction parameters are determined by minimizing the area between two
temperature-salinity curves of successive CTD casts.
2.4. Auxiliary Data Sets
2.4.1. Hydrographic Data
Temperature and salinity proﬁles from Argo ﬂoats (provided by the U.S. Global Ocean Data Assimilation
Experiment (USGODAE)) and time series of temperature and salinity from the moored PIRATA buoys (pro-
vided by the Paciﬁc Marine Environmental Laboratory (PMEL)) were used to further supplement the hydro-
graphic data set during the CTE as a part of a large hydrographic data set.
2.4.2. Atmospheric Data
Several atmospheric data products for the surface radiative and turbulent heat ﬂuxes and the freshwater
ﬂux were compared. In particular, the data from the ERA-Interim reanalysis [Dee et al., 2011] from the Euro-
pean Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) are available for the net shortwave radiation,
net longwave radiation, latent and sensible heat ﬂux, evaporation, and precipitation. They provide 12 hourly
data at 0.75 resolution. The second product that provides all relevant surface ﬂuxes is the NCEP2 reanalysis
[Kanamitsu et al., 2002] from the National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) with daily ﬁelds at
1.875 resolution. All radiative and turbulent heat ﬂuxes together with evaporation are also available from
TropFlux [Praveen Kumar et al., 2012] on a 1 grid in the tropics (30S–30N) and at daily resolution. On the
same spatial and temporal resolution, latent heat ﬂux and evaporation were taken from the Objectively
Analyzed air-sea ﬂuxes (OAFlux) data from Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute [Yu et al., 2008]. All daily
averaged data sets were compared with daily averages of onboard in situ observations (for details see
Appendix B). Bias, standard deviation, and root-mean-square of the differences are shown in Table 1. The
best agreement between the different radiative or turbulent ﬂuxes and the ship-based observations was
achieved with different data products. However, the best general agreement was found for the TropFlux
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product and the turbulent heat ﬂuxes, evaporation, as well as net surface shortwave and longwave radiation
are in the following taken from the TropFlux product.
Precipitation estimates were taken from the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer (AMSR-E) onboard
the NASA Aqua spacecraft, from the TRMM Microwave Imager (TMI) onboard the Tropical Rainfall Measure-
ment Mission (TRMM) satellite, as well as from the Special Sensor Microwave Imager Sounder (SSMIS) F17
onboard the DMSP satellite. From all three products, daily averages at a quarter-degree resolution were stat-
istically compared against the direct shipboard observations with the method of Bumke et al. [2012]. The
analysis revealed by taking the statistical parameters into account, that the AMSR-E satellite precipitation
product was closest to the observations and it was ﬁnally chosen (for details see Appendix B).
2.4.3. SST and SSS Data
SST data were taken from the TMI onboard the TRMM satellite to calculate horizontal SST gradients required
to estimate the advective contribution to the heat budget. The 3 day means on a spatial grid of a quarter
degree were used for the comparison between satellite SSTs and in situ SST observations (Figure 3a; for
details see Appendix C). A standard deviation of the differences between satellite and in situ SST of 0.52C
was taken as the uncertainty for the satellite SSTs.
Horizontal SSS gradients were calculated based on the SMOS data. SMOS SSS measurements on a 1 3 1
grid and with 10 day composites have, compared to Argo SSS, a current bias of 0.3–0.4 [Boutin et al., 2012;
Reul et al., 2012]. Here we used the 3 day mean ﬁelds on a quarter-degree grid to compare the satellite SSSs
with in situ SSS observations (Figure 3b; for details see Appendix C). For the satellite SSS, a standard devia-
tion of the differences between satellite and in situ SSS of 0.34 was calculated, which is used as the uncer-
tainty for the satellite SSS.
Table 1. Bias, Standard Deviation (std), and Root-Mean-Square of the Differences (rmsd) of Shipboard In Situ Observations and Reanaly-
sis/Satellite Products for Evaporation (E), Latent Heat Flux (LHF), Sensible Heat Flux (SHF), Net Surface Shortwave Radiation (SSR), and
Net Surface Longwave Radiation (SLR)a
ERA-Interim NCEP2 OAFlux TropFlux
Bias6 std rmsd Bias6 std rmsd Bias6 std rmsd Bias6 std rmsd
E 20.66 0.7 0.9 20.76 1.1 1.5 0.16 0.7 0.7 20.36 0.7 0.8
LHF 218.76 21.0 26.3 219.26 31.5 40.2 0.26 19.3 19.8 27.26 21.6 21.5
SHF 22.96 4.1 5.4 2.96 4.5 5.2 0.16 2.7 2.7
SSR 4.56 24.9 24.9 28.46 60.2 68.9 8.66 34.4 34.6
SLR 28.36 8.0 10.5 21.46 15.1 15.0 23.76 9.6 9.6
aUnit for E is mm d21 while the unit for LHF, SHF, SSR, and SLR is Wm22.
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Figure 3. Scatterplot of (a) satellite SST with in situ SST and (b) satellite SSS with in situ SSS. Red dots in Figure 3b denote satellite grid
points where SMOS observations coincide with precipitation (rain rate 0.1 mm h21) observations. The maximum distance between the
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2.4.4. Velocity Data
Surface velocities within the entire study region were required to estimate the advection terms. The Ocean
Surface Current Analysis Real-time (OSCAR) product is used, which is derived from sea level measurements,
wind stress, and SST data [Lagerloef et al., 1999]. This data set represents vertically averaged geostrophic
and Ekman velocities in the upper 30 m of the ocean [Bonjean and Lagerloef, 2002]. The ﬁltered version of
this data set at a horizontal resolution of 1 3 1 with a temporal resolution of 5 days is used here. Explana-
tion and validation of the OSCAR product as well as error estimates are described in Johnson et al. [2007]. A
comparison between OSCAR velocities and Moored Acoustic Doppler Current Proﬁler (mADCP) data at
equatorial moorings (23W and 10W) is shown in Figure 4 and the analysis is described in Appendix D.
Foltz et al. [2013] made a similar comparison between OSCAR velocities and moored velocities at 4N, 23W
and their estimates of the uncertainties for the zonal and meridional velocity were used as the uncertainty
in the northern box in this study. The comparison of OSCAR velocities with the mADCP velocities at the
equatorial moorings at 23W and 10W showed larger variability of the zonal velocity component (Figures
4a and 4b) for the OSCAR product compared to mADCP velocities. OSCAR meridional velocities are instead
weak (Figures 4c and 4d), indicating that the OSCAR product does not capture TIWs, which otherwise are
clearly identiﬁable in the meridional component of the mADCP data.
2.4.5. Mercator Assimilation Model
In addition to the observation-based data products, we used the ‘‘Mercator Global operational System
PSY2V4R2’’ model output in our analysis to estimate the horizontal advection terms and the entrainment.
The model output corresponds to a simulation that assimilates SST and sea level anomaly (SLA) ﬁelds, tem-
perature, and salinity proﬁles, and a mean dynamic topography. Three-dimensional ﬁelds of zonal and
meridional velocities, temperature, and salinity are provided as output. The horizontal resolution is 1/12 3
1/12 (9 km at the equator; decreasing poleward) with daily ﬁelds. There are 36 vertical levels in the ﬁrst
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1000 m. In the model, the vertical grid spacing changes from nearly 1 m close to the surface to about
150 m at 1000 m depth [Lellouche et al., 2013].
Mercator velocities were compared to the OSCAR and mADCP data (Figure 4; see Appendix D). In contrast
to OSCAR, the meridional velocities of Mercator capture TIWs (Figures 4c and 4d), which can have effects on
the heat budget through horizontal eddy heat advection [Foltz et al., 2003; Giordani et al., 2013; Jochum
et al., 2007; Peter et al., 2006]. However, particularly in the western cold tongue region, TIWs of the Mercator
assimilation model were partly out of phase compared to observations (Figure 4c). Zonal velocities from
OSCAR and the Mercator assimilation model showed some similarities, such as the same phase and ampli-
tude of intraseasonal to seasonal signals, but had large differences as well (Figures 4a and 4b). In particular,
the large westward OSCAR velocities during the CTE in the central cold tongue region (Figure 4b) are not
present in the model output.
2.4.6. Data for the Mean Seasonal Cycles of MLS
The seasonal salinity budgets were estimated at the locations of three PIRATA buoys at the equator, 10W
and 23W, and at 4N, 23W. A unique data set of microstructure shear and temperature proﬁles and CTD
salinity proﬁles was used to estimate the dissipation rates of TKE. The data set was collected during nine
cruises to the ACT region carried out in different seasons between 2005 and 2012. A detailed description of
the data set and postprocessing procedures are given in Hummels et al. [2013, 2014]. For this study, the
data set was supplemented by microstructure data from the R/V Maria S. Merian cruise MSM18/3. From this
data set, proﬁles were used in the latitude range62 and in the longitude range60.3 relative to the nomi-
nal locations of the three selected PIRATA buoys.
All available buoy and mooring data, the essential database for this part of the study, from January 1999 to
December 2012 (ﬁrst dates used: 30 January 1999 for 0N, 10W; 7 March 1999 for 0N, 23W; 12 June 2006
for 4N, 23W) as well as several climatological products were used. Surface velocities were constructed
from a combination of the YOMAHA’07 data set [Lebedev et al., 2007] and available surface drifter trajecto-
ries [Lumpkin and Garzoli, 2005]. The YOMAHA’07 velocities were derived from Argo ﬂoat trajectories and
provided by the Asia-Paciﬁc Data Research Center and the International Paciﬁc Research Center (APDRC/
IPRC). A detailed description of the wind-slip correction and the construction of the combined velocity
product are given in Perez et al. [2014].
The horizontal salinity gradients were constructed from the global monthly mean salinity data set from the
Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology (JAMSTEC). This data set is derived from Argo ﬂoat
observations which are binned to 1 3 1 monthly means from January 2001 ongoing [Hosoda et al., 2008].
We used the data until December 2012. The periods of data coverage from satellite observations of SSS,
SMOS started in November 2009 and Aquarius in July 2011, are not long enough for a robust seasonal cycle.
Monthly means from AMSR-E precipitation (beginning in June 2002) and TropFlux evaporation (beginning
in January 1999), and 3 day averages of SMOS SSS (beginning in January 2010) and TMI SST (beginning in
January 2010), until December 2012 were used as well. The MLD climatology of de Boyer Montegut et al.
[2004] was implemented to derive the horizontal gradients of the MLD. The MLDs were interpolated on a 1
3 1 grid and the gradients were estimated with central differences on that grid.
2.5. Methodology
2.5.1. Heat and Salinity Budgets
The ML heat balance can be expressed as follows [Foltz et al., 2003; Stevenson and Niiler, 1983]
qcph
@T
@t
52qcph u  rT1u0  rT 0
 
2qcpweDT1q01R: (1)
T is the MLT, t is time, h is the MLD, u is the ML-averaged horizontal velocity, u
0
and T
0
are deviations from
the temporal average (the temporal average is denoted with an overbar), DT5T2T2h is the difference
between T and the temperature at the base of the ML (T2h), and we is the entrainment velocity. q is the
density of the ML, cp the speciﬁc heat capacity at constant pressure, and q0 is the net heat ﬂux through the
ocean’s surface corrected for the penetrative shortwave radiation through the ML base.
The local heat storage on the left-hand side of equation (1) is balanced by horizontal temperature advection
(divided into a mean and an eddy part), entrainment into the mixed layer, net surface heat ﬂux, and a
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residual term R. The residual represents the sum of all unresolved physical processes and the accumulation
of errors from the other terms. The net heat ﬂux at the ocean’s surface is the sum of the net (incoming
minus reﬂected) shortwave radiation, corrected for the amount penetrating below the ML, the net long-
wave radiation, the latent heat ﬂux, and the sensible heat ﬂux.
Similarly, the balance for MLS is after, e.g., Delcroix and Henin [1991] given by:
h
@S
@t
52h u  rS1u0  rS0
 
2weDS1ðE2PÞS1R: (2)
S is the MLS, S
0
is the deviation from the temporal average, E is the evaporation, P is the precipitation, and D
S5S2S2h is the difference between S and the salinity at the base of the ML (S2h). The ﬁrst term on the
right-hand side of equation (2) describes the horizontal advection of salinity (divided into a mean and an
eddy part) and the second term represents salinity entrainment through the ML base. The third term is the
freshwater ﬂux through the ocean’s surface, while R again represents the residual including the sum of all
unresolved physical processes and the accumulated errors from the other terms.
According to Stevenson and Niiler [1983], the entrainment velocity can be deﬁned as
we5H
@h
@t
1w2h1u  rh
 
: (3)
The entrainment velocity thereafter is the sum of the local change in MLD with time, the vertical velocity
w2h at the ML base, and the horizontal advection of MLD (u  rh). Only the upward movement (entrain-
ment) in equation (3) was considered because downward movement (detrainment) does not affect the tem-
perature or the salinity in the ML. This constraint was implemented with the use of the Heaviside unit
function: H xð Þ5ð1; x  0 and 0; x < 0Þ.
The different terms of equations (1) and (2) were estimated for the two boxes described in section 2.1 for
the period of the CTE using 10 day time steps as well as for the PIRATA buoy sites at 4N and the equator at
23W and at the equator at 10W using monthly averaged data. The different methodologies used to deter-
mine the individual contributions are described in the following.
2.5.2. Methodology to Derive Heat and Salinity Budget Terms
This section describes the calculation of the individual quantities and terms from equations (1) and (2). For
all quantities, the calculation for the CTE is described at ﬁrst and followed by the calculation for the mean
seasonal cycles at the PIRATA buoys.
2.5.2.1. Mixed Layer Depth
The ML can be deﬁned as the surface layer of constant potential density and hence the depth where the
density starts to increase is the MLD. Another deﬁnition of the ML is a surface layer of constant temperature.
Here, the depth where the temperature starts decreasing is called isothermal layer depth (ILD). The ILD was
determined as the depth at which temperature is 0.5C, lower than the temperature averaged between 2
and 6 m depth. The MLD was deﬁned as the depth where the potential density has increased equivalently
to a temperature decrease of 0.5C while salinity and pressure are held constant. The required potential
density increase was about 0.15 kg m23, slightly varying with SSS. We avoided effects of diurnal cycles in
MLD/ILD for the temporal averaging of ﬂuxes through the ML base by using these deﬁnitions. Diurnal cycles
were present when using 0.2C ILD-criterion (corresponding to a MLD-criterion of 0.06 kg m23). No signiﬁ-
cant difference between MLD and ILD was found in the high-resolution glider data at all locations. There-
fore, the simpler temperature criterion was chosen for our deﬁnition of the MLD.
To estimate the seasonal cycles, the daily mean MLDs were averaged for all days of the year, using all avail-
able data from January 1999 to December 2012. Afterward, monthly means were constructed. From these,
the temporal evolution of the MLD was calculated as well.
2.5.2.2. Horizontal Advection
For the CTE, horizontal advection was not separated into mean and eddy contribution, because the time
period of the CTE was too short. Here, total advection of heat and salinity were estimated (1) by combining
velocities from the OSCAR product with horizontal temperature and salinity gradients from satellites,
respectively, and (2) from the Mercator assimilation model output. Horizontal gradients of satellite SST and
SSS were calculated using central differences of the 1/4 gridded data set that were subsequently averaged
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onto the OSCAR-native 1 3 1 grid. Finally, the 1 3 1 advection terms were spatially averaged for the
two boxes described in section 2.1.
Velocities from the Mercator assimilation model were averaged in the upper 30 m using trapezoidal integra-
tion in order to be comparable to the OSCAR estimates. Advection of heat and salinity were then estimated
on the 1/12 3 1/12 grid and subsequently averaged for the two boxes described above. Finally, the
advective terms from the OSCAR/satellite product and from the model were temporally averaged over 10
days.
A comparison of the spatially averaged advection terms in the two boxes showed that zonal heat and salin-
ity advection determined from the model output was smaller compared to those determined from the
OSCAR/satellite product (not shown). The main reason for the difference is the generally weaker zonal
velocity of the Mercator assimilation model output compared to the OSCAR estimates for the CTE period.
This behavior is illustrated in Figures 4a and 4b for the equatorial PIRATA buoy sites at 23W and 10W rep-
resenting the ACT box. The meridional heat and salinity advection as obtained from the OSCAR/satellite
product and the model output shows smaller differences. Despite the strong difference of the meridional
velocities as obtained from the OSCAR product and the model output, the resulting contribution of meridio-
nal advection to ML heat or salinity changes is small for both products.
To obtain a mean seasonal cycle of horizontal salinity advection, mean and eddy advection were calculated
separately at the PIRATA buoy sites. For the mean salinity advection, monthly mean velocities were calcu-
lated on a 1 3 1 grid from all available ﬂoat and drifter data. The monthly mean horizontal gradients of
SSS from ﬂoat observations were calculated with central differences on the same 1 3 1 grid and afterward
averaged for the mean seasonal cycle. Note, that the salinity climatology captures only the time from Janu-
ary 2001 to December 2012.
Eddy salinity advection, (u0  rS0 ), was estimated for the equatorial moorings by assuming a correlation
between temperature and salinity ﬂuctuations. Using the eddy temperature advection (u0  rT 0 ), the eddy
salinity advection was calculated via
u0  rS0  u0  rT 0 dS
dT
: (4)
The eddy temperature advection is calculated indirectly as the residual of the mean horizontal advection,
estimated with the mean TMI SST and the aforementioned mean velocities [Hummels et al., 2014], and the
total horizontal advection, estimated by the difference between total time derivative and local time deriva-
tive of SST [Swenson and Hansen, 1999]. The total time derivative of SST is calculated from SST changes
along Lagrangian drifter trajectories. The local time derivative is estimated from monthly averaged TMI SSTs.
The regression of SSS and SST (dS
dT) was calculated on a monthly basis by using 3 years (2010–2012) of 3 day
averages of satellite SSS and SST observations in a box 2.5 3 2.5 around the buoy locations and daily
PIRATA SSS and SST observations from 1999 to 2012. The regression coefﬁcient for one climatological month
is calculated separately for the satellite and the buoy observations by taking the slope of the regression line
of all pairs of SSS and SST observations in the particular month in all years. Finally, the monthly mean of the
monthly satellite and buoy regression coefﬁcients are used. The two independent estimates of the regres-
sion of SSS and SST are very similar with regard to their seasonal cycle and their annual means (Table 2).
2.5.2.3. Entrainment
Entrainment was calculated from the Mercator assimilation model output only. There were no observational
vertical velocity estimates available for the period of the CTE. The vertical velocity at the ML base was calcu-
lated using the continuity equation w2h5hðr  uÞ. Horizontal gradients of ML velocity and MLD were esti-
mated with central differences on the 1/12 3 1/12 model grid. Local changes in MLD were derived on a
daily basis.
Entrainment for the mean seasonal cycles at the PIRATA buoy locations was calculated from the MLD gra-
dients, the horizontal divergence of the monthly mean horizontal velocities and the local time derivative of
the MLD.
2.5.2.4. Surface Heat and Freshwater Fluxes
All atmospheric data sets were regridded linearly on a 1 3 1 grid and for the surface freshwater ﬂux com-
bined with box and time-averaged MLS and MLD (Appendix A). The penetrative shortwave radiation was
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calculated following Wang and McPhaden [1999], assuming an
exponential decay of surface shortwave radiation with 25 m e-
folding depth for the North box and 15 m for the ACT box. The
smaller e-folding depth (i.e., stronger absorption of shortwave
radiation) in the ACT region follows from enhanced chlorophyll
concentrations near the equator [e.g., Grodsky et al., 2008].
For the seasonal cycles of the surface freshwater ﬂux, monthly
means of all atmospheric data sets were used and averaged in
mean months of the year. These were combined with monthly
means of MLS and MLD estimated with the PIRATA buoy data.
2.5.2.5. Diapycnal Diffusivities and Fluxes
In regions where the stratiﬁcation is dominated by temperature, the diapycnal diffusivities of heat and mass
are similar (Kh5Kq, e.g., Peters et al. [1988]). Using the observed dissipation rates, the diapycnal diffusivity of
mass was estimated following Osborn [1980]
Kq5CeN
22: (5)
N2 is the buoyancy frequency and C is the turbulent mixing efﬁciency. C is set constant to 0.2, which is
commonly used in several other studies [e.g., Moum et al., 1989; Hummels et al., 2013]. Further, the diapycnal
heat ﬂux was estimated using
Jheat52qcpKq
@T
@z
: (6)
For shear-driven turbulence, the diapycnal diffusivity of salt ðKSÞ is equal to the diapycnal diffusivity of heat
[e.g., Osborn and Cox, 1972; Osborn, 1980; Schmitt et al., 2005] and, thus, equal to the diapycnal diffusivity of
mass (KS5Kh5Kq). With this assumption, the diapycnal salt ﬂux was calculated using
Jsalt52Kq
@S
@z
: (7)
Diapycnal diffusivities, vertical temperature gradients, and vertical salinity gradients were averaged vertically
in this study between 5 and 15 m below the ML base. The upper boundary was chosen to exclude ML values
from the average. Lien et al. [2008] and Hummels et al. [2013] showed that the diapycnal heat ﬂux is highly
divergent in the vertical and rapidly decreases below the ML base. Therefore, the average within the narrow
layer between 5 and 15 m below the ML base was used. Due to the limited amount of microstructure proﬁles
available and the large variability inherent in turbulent mixing in the ocean, diapycnal ﬂuxes were averaged
for two periods: (1) the ﬁrst half of the CTE (May until mid-June) and (2) the second half of the CTE (mid-June/
July). To these two periods will be referred later in section 3, when the ML budgets are described. For the sea-
sonal cycles, monthly means of the diapycnal salt ﬂux were calculated. Uncertainties of the ﬂuxes were esti-
mated from error propagation and boot strapping as detailed in Hummels et al. [2013].
2.5.2.6. Harmonic Fitting
Annual and semiannual harmonics were ﬁtted to all monthly averaged data, which were used for the
description of the seasonal cycles. The total error of the ﬁt (errtot) combines the data error (errdata) and the
error estimated as the standard deviation between the data and the ﬁt (errfit) and is calculated with
errtot5
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
errdata21errfit2
p
. The data error consists of given uncertainties from the data provider and errors
from averaging of daily or monthly data into monthly climatologies using error propagation.
3. Results
3.1. The ACT in Boreal Summer 2011
3.1.1. Surface Observations of Temperature and Salinity
The long-term observations of SST and SSS at the PIRATA buoy sites at 23W and 10W on the equator can
be used to investigate the exact timing of ACT development during 2011 with respect to the climatological
cycles (Figure 5). At 23W (western part of ACT region), SST (Figure 5a) and SSS (Figure 5b) in 2011 align
well with the average seasonal cycle. In contrast, in the center of the cold tongue at 10W, the onset of the
cooling was approximately 1 week earlier and the cooling was stronger in 2011 compared to the
Table 2. Annual Mean and Annual Standard
Deviation of Regression Coefﬁcients (in C21)
Between SSSs and SSTsa
Satellite
(SMOS/TMI) PIRATA
0N, 10W 20.256 0.11 20.216 0.14
0N, 23W 20.176 0.09 20.186 0.17
4N, 23W 20.126 0.13 20.276 0.35
aShown are the values for three mooring
sites for satellite data and PIRATA buoy data.
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climatology (Figure 5c). Similarly, SSS exhibited an earlier and stronger increase this year (Figure 5d). The
comparison shows that the time period of our experimental campaign (May-July 2011) was well chosen in
terms of studying the processes during cold tongue development as well as covering the entire cooling
period in the center of the ACT. However, a large SSS increase occurred before the CTE that was not covered
by our measurements.
The onset and spreading of the ACT in boreal summer 2011 is apparent in the monthly equatorial SST evo-
lution (Figures 6a, 6c, 6e, and 6g). The strongest cooling, resulting in minimum temperatures of less than
22C, was found at the equator at around 10W. In June and July, the negative SST anomaly expanded fur-
ther to the west- and southwest, but with a weaker intensity. The monthly satellite data showed a strong
increase in SSS in the EEA from April to May (Figures 6b and 6d) followed by a period of nearly constant SSS
(Figures 6f and 6h). Within the northern box (Figure 1), a reduction of SSS occurred from April through June,
which is associated with the northward migration of the ITCZ. From June to July, SSS increased in the south-
ern part of that region (2N–5N).
3.1.2. Vertical Structure of Temperature and Salinity
Subsurface hydrographic changes during ACT development at 10W were monitored with high vertical and
temporal resolution using glider (Figure 7) and moored temperature and salinity recorders. Surface cooling,
as evident from the satellite SSTs, was also clearly visible in the gliders’ CTD measurements (Figure 7a). In
addition, the high vertical resolution of those data revealed a shoaling of the MLD during the ﬁrst month of
observations (Figure 7c).
The temporal evolution of the vertical salinity structure was more complex. At the beginning of the time
series, a pronounced salinity maximum was present below a rather fresh ML (Figure 7b). The salinity maxi-
mum is related to the eastward transport of saline water from the western Atlantic within the EUC occur-
ring during spring [Johns et al., 2014; Kolodziejczyk et al., 2014]. A strong increase in MLS was observed
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Figure 5. Mean seasonal cycle (blue) of (a and c) SST and (b and d) SSS for the PIRATA buoy at 23W at the equator (Figures 5a and 5b) and 10W at the equator (Figures 5c and 5d)
based on averaging all data from beginning of the measuring period (SST/SSS at 23W: 7 March 1999; SST at 10W: 15 September 1997; SSS at 10W: 29 January 1999) to the end of
2012. The red line indicates SST and SSS in 2011, while the dashed vertical black lines mark the beginning and end of the CTE.
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with the onset of the cold tongue, while the subsurface salinity maximum was reduced. The simplest
explanation would be a vertical redistribution and mixing of salinity through exchange processes across
the ML base. However, advective processes played the dominant role as will be shown below. MLS
remained elevated during the further development of the cold tongue, whereas in the beginning of July
the subsurface salinity maximum reappeared. Typically, MLDs are shallowest in tropical upwelling regions
[e.g., de Boyer Montegut et al., 2007]. Indeed, at the survey site, MLD never exceeded 30 m, but a clear
diurnal cycle is visible when using a smaller temperature criterion (dT5 0.2C) for the MLD than chosen
for the ML budgets, i.e., dT5 0.5C (Figure 7c). The abrupt increase in MLT and decrease in MLS on 14
May (Figures 7a and 7b) was a remarkable event in the temperature and salinity time series, which coun-
teracted the trends expected from the cold tongue development. Satellite SST distributions from this
period (not shown) suggested that the anomaly was caused by the propagation of a TIW that moved the
SST front, here deﬁned as the maximum meridional SST gradient at 10W, north of the ACT southward
(Figure 7d).
The glider surveys along meridional or zonal sections (Figure 2) exhibit a mixture of temporal and spatial
variability. One glider was assigned to proﬁle along a meridional section at 15.5W between 2S and 2N
(Figure 8d). The glider crossed the SST front on 10 June, stayed north of the front, and crossed back on 18
June (Figure 8d). The ﬁrst crossing of the front was clearly visible in the freshening of the ML in association
with increased temperatures (Figures 8a and 8b). North of the front, a diurnal cycle in MLD (using the 0.2C
criterion) is not evident (Figure 8c). The glider was close to the equator and crossed the EUC core with the
subsurface salinity maximum three times: at the beginning of the section, around the 10 June, and at the
Figure 6. Monthly mean ﬁelds of SST (a, c, e, and g) from TMI and SSS (b, d, f, and h) from SMOS. Figures 6a and 6b are April, Figures 6c and 6d are May, Figures 6e and 6f are June, and
Figures 6g and 6h are July.
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end of June (Figures 8b and 8d). North and south of the equator and away from the EUC, the subsurface
salinity maximum was weak or not present.
To further investigate the spatial and temporal distribution and evolution of the subsurface salinity
maximum, the glider and CTD data were supplemented with CTD data from a French PIRATA cruise
Figure 7. Time series of glider ifm02 of (a) temperature, (b) salinity, (c) MLD, and (d) latitudinal position (black). In Figures 7a and 7b, the
potential density surfaces 24.5 and 26.2 are denoted in black. In Figure 7d, the latitude of the SST front at 10W is denoted in red. The
glider proﬁled close to the PIRATA buoy at 10W all the time. The two gaps in the time series stem from recoveries for battery exchanges.
Figure 8. Same as Figure 7, except for glider ifm11 proﬁling along a meridional section at about 15.5W.
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(PIRATA-FR21) and Argo ﬂoat proﬁles. The results revealed a general reversal of the upper-ocean vertical
salinity gradient (Figure 9). At the beginning of the CTE, the thermocline layer (TL; deﬁned with the potential
density range: 24.5 rh  26.2) was more saline than the ML in the entire equatorial ACT region (Figure
9a). This is due to the fact that the TL contains the EUC core that is advecting high-saline waters from the
west during this period. However, south of the equator, the ML was saltier than the TL during May and
beginning of June (Figures 9b–9d). This reversed vertical salinity gradient weakened later at the end of June
and the beginning of July, when MLS and the TL-salinity became equal in the ACT region (Figures 9e and
9f). Note, that during June and July, the upper boundary of the TL (rh 5 24.5) reached the sea surface (Fig-
ures 7b and 8b). The described variability of the vertical salinity gradient is independent of the measure-
ment device and visible in glider proﬁles as well as CTD and Argo ﬂoat proﬁles. Taking the mean seasonal
cycle of the salinity difference between ML and TL from Argo, it is obvious that the difference changes sign
in boreal summer (Figure 9g). While the mean seasonal cycle of the difference is a robust feature, its magni-
tude depends on the latitudinal boundaries used for averaging.
Figure 9. (a–f) Salinity difference between MLS and maximum salinity in the upper thermocline layer below the ML (24:5  rh  26:2 or rMLD  rh  26:2 if rMLD > 24:5) from
glider proﬁles (ﬁlled circles), shipboard CTD proﬁles (open circles), and Argo ﬂoat proﬁles (triangles) for the CTE. (g) Mean salinity difference between MLS and maximum salinity in the
upper thermocline layer (24:5  rh  26:2) from all Argo ﬂoat proﬁles from the years 2000 to 2012 in boxes with the longitudinal boundaries 23W and 10W and the latitudinal boun-
daries 2S and 1N. Red bars denote the standard error of the mean of all proﬁles in the box within 1 month.
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3.2. Heat Budget
The contributions of the different processes (equation (1)) to the ML heat budget in the North box (Figures
10a and 10b) and the ACT box (Figures 10 c and 10d) are described in the following. Since this study
focuses on the cold tongue development, we start with the ACT box.
3.2.1. ACT Box
Absorbed shortwave radiation in the ACT ranged from 1946 36 to 2266 36 Wm22. The variability is caused
by the variability of cloud cover and ML thickness. The latent and sensible heat ﬂuxes as well as the net sur-
face longwave radiation cooled the ML throughout the CTE (Figure 10c). The net surface longwave radiation
in the ACT box was nearly constant (ranging from 426 10 to 556 10 Wm22) during the CTE due to the bal-
ance of outgoing and downward longwave radiation. Outgoing longwave radiation slightly weakened with
decreasing SSTs and the downward longwave radiation weakened with the reduction of clouds. The latent
heat ﬂux ranged between a maximum of 1106 21 Wm22 and a minimum of 786 21 Wm22. The variability
was predominantly associated with varying winds. The magnitude of the sensible heat ﬂux from the ocean to
the atmosphere was the smallest compared to the aforementioned heat ﬂuxes with a mean of 26 3 Wm22.
The resulting net surface heat ﬂux warmed the ML during the whole CTE with a mean of 616 43 Wm22.
The strong heat loss of the ACT ML in boreal summer can only be explained by ocean dynamics. Zonal heat
advection played an important role for ML cooling during the CTE with strongest cooling of2636 25
Wm22 at the end of May, while meridional heat advection was a minor contributor to cooling with a maxi-
mum of 256 11 Wm22. Similar results were obtained for the Mercator assimilation model, where
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Figure 10. (a and c) The contribution of each term to the ML heat budget and (b and d) the local heat tendency and the sum of the terms for the northern box (Figures 10a and 10b)
and for the ACT box (Figures 10c and 10d). The different contributions in Figures 10a and 10c are zonal (u adv) and meridional (v adv) heat advection, entrainment (entr), net surface
shortwave radiation corrected for the penetrative part (SSR), latent heat ﬂux (LHF), and the sum of net surface longwave radiation (SLR) and sensible heat ﬂux (SHF). The contribution of
diapycnal mixing in Figure 10c is shown with the red dots (each dot is representative for the averaging period of about 1 month). In Figure 10d, the sum without (sum ACT w/o; dashed-
dotted line) and with (sum ACT with; red dots) diapycnal mixing is shown. The black shadings in Figures 10b and 10d are the uncertainty of the observed heat changes. The grey shad-
ings in Figures 10b and 10d are the accumulation of all errors of the different processes.
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meridional heat advection showed a maximum contribution of 2126 1 Wm22. Entrainment consistently
cooled the ML with a mean 286 1 Wm22 resulting from high vertical velocities in combination with a
weak positive vertical temperature gradient below the ML.
In accordance with the reduced SST, the ML heat content tendency in the ACT box was negative during the
entire CTE period (Figure 10d). The tendency was weakly negative during early May, but strongly negative
during the period end of May to early June, when the ML locally lost up to 21446 15 Wm22 of heat. With-
out considering diapycnal mixing (Figure 10d), the mixed layer heat tendency cannot be explained by the
sum of processes described above.
The diapycnal heat ﬂux determined from the microstructure data was elevated during the ﬁrst period of the
CTE from the second half of May to the beginning of June. For this period, a mean ﬂux of 21116 16 Wm22
was estimated that reduced in magnitude to 2496 9 Wm22 during the second half of the CTE (Figure 10c).
Unfortunately, microstructure observations were not continuously available for the entire CTE period within
the ACT box thus longer averaging periods had to be used to estimate representative diapycnal heat ﬂux
contributions. The elevated diapycnal heat ﬂux during the ﬁrst period of the CTE resulted from elevated tur-
bulent eddy diffusivities that persisted despite increased upper-ocean stratiﬁcation during this period.
The magnitude and temporal variability of the sum of the individual heat ﬂux contributions including the
diapycnal heat ﬂux (Figure 10d) agrees well with the magnitude and temporal variability of the heat content
tendency. This indicates that within the uncertainties, the heat budget in the ACT region was closed utiliz-
ing the above ﬂux estimates for the sampled period.
3.2.2. Northern Box
The dominant processes contributing to the heat balance of the northern box differ from those dominating
the ACT heat balance. In particular, the net surface heat ﬂux was comparably lower and even changed sign
during the CTE. Absorbed shortwave radiation ranged from 1446 35 to 1836 35 Wm22 and was mainly
balanced by the heat loss due to the other atmospheric ﬂuxes (sum ranging from 21426 24 to 22056 24
Wm22) (Figure 10a). However, the net surface heat ﬂux warmed the ML in the beginning of the CTE with
86 42 Wm22, while it cooled the ML during the rest of the experiment with a minimum of 2296 42 Wm22
at the end of the CTE. This was mainly caused by the increased cooling contribution of the latent heat ﬂux
due to the increased wind.
Zonal heat advection signiﬁcantly contributed to cooling of the ML only during the beginning of June
(2566 68 Wm22), but was small during the rest of the CTE period. The contribution of meridional heat
advection to ML cooling in the northern box was in general small with a minimum value of 286 49
Wm22. The high uncertainties for the advection terms result, on the one hand, from the uncertainties in
velocity, estimated through comparison of OSCAR velocities with velocities from moored measurements
and, on the other hand, from uncertainties of estimating the horizontal temperature gradients from the
satellite data. The contribution of entrainment ranged from 216 2 to 296 2 Wm22 during the whole
CTE and is not important for ML cooling. The diapycnal heat ﬂux was not estimated for the northern box
due to the lack of data.
The ML heat content tendency was negative throughout the CTE (Figure 10b). The negative tendency was
largest at the end of May/beginning of June (2706 47 Wm22) while it was smallest (2196 24 Wm22) at
the end of June. During the whole CTE period and within the given uncertainties, the sum of the aforemen-
tioned individual ﬂux terms balances the ML heat content tendency.
3.3. Salinity Budget
The contributions of the different processes (equation (2)) to the MLS budget in the North box (Figures 11a
and 11b) and in the ACT box (Figures 11c and 11d) are described in the following. As for the heat budget,
we start with the ACT box.
3.3.1. ACT Box
Evaporation in the ACT region increased MLS constantly at a rate between 0.166 0.03 and 0.206 0.05 per
month (month21), while precipitation reduced the MLS only weakly in the beginning of May (Figure 11c).
The contribution of precipitation to MLS changes during the development of the ACT was negligible, due
to the position of the ITCZ further to the north (Figure 11c). Hence, the difference E-P is at this location
dominated by evaporation.
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By far, the largest absolute contribution to the MLS budget was by zonal advection. In May and the begin-
ning of June 2011, negative salinity anomalies were transported into the ACT within the westward branches
of the SEC. Minimum salinity advection occurred in early June contributing to a freshening of 20.706 0.37
month21. However, zonal advection exhibited elevated variability throughout the CTE and almost disap-
peared in the middle of June when it contributed to a weak salinity increase of 0.016 0.01 month21.
Meridional salinity advection increased MLS in May and the beginning of June 2011 with a maximum contri-
bution of 0.116 0.20 month21 (Figure 11c). During the rest of the CTE, the contribution of meridional
advection was weak. Entrainment also played a minor role for salinity changes in the ML during the CTE
with a maximum value of 0.036 0.01 month21. As vertical velocities used for the entrainment estimates in
the salinity and the heat budgets are the same, the minor role of entrainment in the salinity budget is due
to the small vertical salinity gradients below the ML as pointed out in section 3.1.
The diapycnal salt ﬂux inferred from microstructure observations increased MLS by 0.106 0.01 month21 dur-
ing the ﬁrst period of the CTE (Figure 11c). It decreased in June and locally partly changed sign in the end of
June/beginning of July around 10W, according to a local change in sign of the vertical salinity gradient (Fig-
ure 7b). However, the average diapycnal salt ﬂux determined from all data collected between the second
week of June and the end of the CTE resulted in a very weak salt ﬂux of 0.016 0.01 month21 (Figure 11c).
The MLS in the ACT box increased with the cold tongue onset in May 2011, with a maximum tendency of
1.246 0.65 month21 (Figure 11d). This tendency reduced during the further expansion of the cold tongue
and was followed by a period of weak ML freshening. With the data sets available for this study, the salinity
content change during cold tongue development could not be fully balanced by the individual ﬂux
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Figure 11. (a and c) The contribution of each term to the MLS budget and (b and d) the local salinity tendency and the sum of the terms for the northern box (Figures 11a and 11b) and
for the ACT box (Figures 11c and 11d). The different contributions in Figures 11a and 11c are zonal (u adv) and meridional (v adv) salinity advection, entrainment (entr), evaporation (E),
and precipitation (P). The contribution of diapycnal mixing in Figure 11c is shown with the red dots (each dot is representative for the averaging period of about 1 month). In Figure
11d, the sum without (sum ACT w/o; dashed-dotted line) and with (sum ACT with; red dots) diapycnal mixing is shown. The black shadings in Figures 11b and 11d are the uncertainty of
the observed salinity changes and the gray shadings in Figures 11b and 11d are the accumulation of all errors of the different processes.
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contributions, although contributions due to diapycnal mixing were evaluated here. The latter accounted
for some of the salinity content increase observed during the beginning of the experiment, but an unre-
solved residual remained.
3.3.2. Northern Box
Evaporation in the northern box was similar to the evaporation in the ACT box and weakly increasing during
the CTE from 0.136 0.03 to 0.216 0.06 month21. In analogy to the latent heat ﬂux, this increase was caused
by the increasing wind speed. The main source of freshwater in the northern box during the CTE was pre-
cipitation (Figure 11a). The ITCZ occupied parts of the northern box during the CTE, which led to an ele-
vated freshwater input of predominantly convective rainfall resulting in a maximum salinity decrease of
20.406 0.11 month21 at the beginning of May. Hence, the difference E-P was negative during most parts
of the CTE and only changed sign in the second half of June.
Similar to the ACT box, zonal advection played a key role in salinity changes for the northern box (Figure
11a). During May, westward ﬂow transported negative salinity anomalies into the northern box from the
east leading to a minimum of zonal salinity advection of 20.146 0.12 month21. Later in June, elevated
zonal salinity advection of up to 0.496 0.6 month21 contributed to increase MLS. This is caused by positive
salinity advection with the nSEC, which was strong during June. However, this contribution is uncertain due
to the misrepresentation of TIWs in the OSCAR product.
Meridional salinity advection contributed to increase MLS during May and June except at the beginning of
the CTE in early May. Northward ﬂow transported salty water from the cold tongue into the northern box
with a maximum contribution of 0.176 0.35 month21. Entrainment derived from model output was weak
during the CTE with a maximum contribution of 0.046 0.01 month21 in mid-June. The diapycnal salt ﬂux
was not estimated for the northern box due to the lack of data.
In the northern box, MLS tendency was positive during the whole CTE except for a weak freshening during
the beginning of the experiment (Figure 11b). The MLS tendency was balanced within the uncertainties by
the sum of precipitation, evaporation, horizontal advection, and entrainment during most of the CTE
period.
3.4. The CTE in the Seasonal Cycle
In order to incorporate the different contributions to the ML budgets inferred during the CTE into a broader
perspective, we compare the results obtained for the period of the CTE to the mean seasonal cycle of the
contributions to the ML budgets estimated at three PIRATA buoy locations within our study area. For the
salinity budget, the seasonal cycles of the individual contributions are estimated in the following at the
three PIRATA buoy sites at 23W and 10W on the equator, as well as 4N, 23W (Figure 12). The seasonal
ML heat budgets at these locations were already examined in various previous studies [Foltz et al., 2013,
2003; Hummels et al., 2013]. Hence, the results of the CTE concerning the ML heat budgets are compared to
the results of these previous studies as part of section 4.
3.4.1. Mean Seasonal Mixed Layer Salinity Budgets
3.4.1.1. 4N, 23W
The variability of precipitation dictates the mean seasonal cycle of MLS tendency at the PIRATA buoy site at
4N, 23W. It follows a semiannual cycle caused by the seasonal migration of the ITCZ (Figure 12a). During
May-July, the contribution weakens due to the northward migration of the ITCZ. However, although it is
reduced during this period, precipitation was the dominant contributor to MLS changes in the northern box
during the CTE (Figure 11a). Monthly mean evaporation is nearly constant over the year, but reduced com-
pared to evaporation at the two equatorial locations. Hence, the net surface freshwater ﬂux at 4N, 23W is
predominantly determined by the semiannual cycle of precipitation and is only positive in July and August,
when precipitation is strongly reduced.
The seasonal cycle of zonal advection at the buoy site is weak and follows the seasonal cycle of the NECC,
which strengthens from its minimum eastward velocity during boreal spring to maximum eastward veloc-
ities in July [e.g., Richardson and Reverdin, 1987; Goes et al., 2013]. The monthly mean zonal advection during
May-July at the buoy site is much weaker than suggested for the northern box during the CTE period in
2011. In particular, the variability of zonal advection included a change in sign during the CTE, which is not
captured in the seasonal estimate at the buoy location.
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Meridional advection has its maximum in late fall/early winter and is the main contributor for the increase
of the MLS this period (Figure 12a). Eddy salinity advection exhibits a weak semiannual cycle with a freshen-
ing contribution in April/May and from October to December. During the latter period, eddy salinity advec-
tion is elevated but negative, leading to a decrease of MLS content. The sum of the seasonal cycle of
meridional salinity advection and eddy salinity advection, dominated by the meridional eddy advection due
to the TIWs, at the mooring site is small in boreal summer, which is similar to the total meridional salinity
advection estimated during the CTE. The sum during May is negative, indicating negative total meridional
salinity advection, which was not determined from the data collected during the CTE period. During June
and July, the sum is positive, indicating a total meridional salinity advection similar to the results obtained
for the same period of the CTE.
Entrainment is weak throughout the year and exhibits a maximum in spring. During the CTE, the entrain-
ment in the northern box was similarly weak. The diapycnal salt ﬂux is negligible throughout the year, at
least during the resolved periods. The sum of the contributing terms balances the observed salinity tend-
ency within the uncertainties over the entire year at the PIRATA buoy at 4N, 23W (Figure 12b). Although
the seasonal cycle was evaluated locally, the results generally agree with the ﬁndings during the CTE point-
ing toward the fact that the salinity variability observed during the CTE is typical for this season (Figures
11b and 12b).
3.4.1.2. 0N, 23W
From January to May, precipitation exceeds evaporation at the equatorial PIRATA buoy at 23W represent-
ing the western ACT region (Figure 12c). Later in the year, precipitation is negligible and nearly constant
evaporation yields a positive surface freshwater ﬂux during that part of the year. Similarly, in 2011 during
Figure 12. (a, c, and e) Seasonal cycles of the contributing terms to the MLS budget and (b, d, and f) the comparison of the local salinity tendency and the sum of the contributing terms
at three PIRATA buoys. The different contributions in Figures 12a, 12c, and 12e are zonal (u adv), meridional (v adv), and eddy (eddy adv) salinity advection, evaporation (E), precipitation
(P), entrainment (entr), and diapycnal mixing (mix). Black dashed-dotted lines (right) are the sum without diapycnal mixing and red dots are the sum with diapycnal mixing. The gray
shadings in Figures 12b, 12d, and 12f are the accumulation of all errors of the different processes and the error of the salinity tendency.
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the CTE period from May to July, the inﬂuence of precipitation on the MLS budget was weak in the ACT
region and a positive freshwater ﬂux due to excess evaporation with only weak variability was indicated.
This freshwater ﬂux contributed to a MLS increase, comparable to the climatological freshwater ﬂux from
May to July (Figure 12c).
The zonal salinity advection at the buoy site is negative throughout the year representing a signiﬁcant con-
tribution to the total salinity budget. It is characterized by a weak semiannual cycle that peaks in boreal
summer and winter. The negative salinity advection during early boreal summer is consistent with the
results from the CTE period, but weaker in magnitude. Meridional salinity advection exhibits a maximum in
boreal winter and represents the largest positive ﬂux contribution to the MLS budget. Eddy salinity advec-
tion reduces MLS content at 23W and is largest in the boreal winter months. At the end of spring, the con-
tribution is negligible but is again relevant during summer. The sum of the seasonal cycle of mean
meridional advection and eddy salinity advection at the buoy site is small in boreal summer. Due to the fact
that eddy variability at 23W is dominated by TIWs and the meridional gradients exceed the zonal ones,
eddy advection is presumed to consist mostly of the meridional eddy component. The small magnitude of
the total meridional heat advection agrees with the results from the CTE (Figure 12c), however, the sign dif-
fers to the CTE results, where weak positive meridional heat advection is found.
Within the seasonal cycle, entrainment at the PIRATA buoy at 23W has its maximum during May and June
(Figure 12c) when it contributes to a salinity increase. During the rest of the year, its contribution is weak.
Within the ACT and during the CTE period in 2011, the weak salinity difference between the ML and below
the ML resulted in weak entrainment contributions to MLS changes, albeit elevated entrainment velocities.
The diapycnal salt ﬂux calculated from individual cruise data (section 2.5.3) exhibits elevated variability
within the seasonal cycle at 23W. Strongest diapycnal salt ﬂux, leading to a MLS increase occur during
February-March. Additionally, diapycnal salt ﬂuxes are elevated in June and November. In May and July, its
contribution at 23W is weak. The results for June and July are comparable to the CTE results from 2011,
when the diapycnal salt ﬂux led to a MLS increase in June and had a negligible contribution in July.
The seasonal cycle of the salinity tendency at the equatorial PIRATA buoy at 23W is weak, but shows a pos-
itive tendency during spring, which reduces and even reverses toward July (Figure 12d). The weak variability
of the MLS tendency is generally captured by the sum of the contributing terms. In February and March, the
salinity-increasing contribution of diapycnal mixing decreases the imbalance between tendency and the
sum of ﬂuxes. During this period, large freshening contributions result from zonal advection, eddy advec-
tion as well as precipitation while the diapycnal ﬂux increases MLS together with meridional advection and
evaporation. Although the seasonal cycle was evaluated locally, the results generally agree with the ﬁndings
during the CTE pointing toward the fact that the salinity variability observed during the CTE is typical for
this season (Figures 11d and 12d). However, some ﬂux contributions may vary locally within the ACT during
the seasonal cycle.
3.4.1.3. 0N, 10W
In winter and early spring, the mean seasonal cycles of evaporation and precipitation at the equatorial
PIRATA buoy site at 10W are comparable in magnitude, resulting in a weak surface freshwater ﬂux (Figure
12e). During the rest of the year, evaporation exceeds precipitation, thus the surface freshwater ﬂux contrib-
utes to increase MLS. This is comparable to the freshwater ﬂux in the ACT region during the CTE period.
Additionally, comparable results of the surface freshwater ﬂux were obtained by Da-Allada et al. [2013] for
the GG, suggesting that the surface freshwater ﬂux is a large-scale phenomenon during this period.
Zonal advection is the largest contributing term to the mean seasonal cycle of the MLS balance at the equa-
tor at 10W. It acts to reduce MLS and is most pronounced from December to July. Later in the year, its con-
tribution weakens (Figure 12e). Although zonal advection at 23W is reduced compared to 10W, zonal
advection in the ACT region during the CTE period is of similar magnitude compared to 10W and also
shows a similar temporal evolution. This freshening contribution to the MLS balance can be explained by
negative salinity advection mainly associated with the westward current branches, the northern SEC (nSEC),
and the central SEC (cSEC). However, as will be discussed in section 4, the seasonal evolution of zonal salin-
ity advection is predominantly controlled by the seasonal evolution of zonal MLS gradients. In general, the
spring/early summer dominance of zonal advection in the MLS budget found here also agrees with recent
results from a model study of the MLS balance in the GG region reported by Da-Allada et al. [2013].
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Similar to the results from 23W, the contribution of meridional advection to the MLS budget has a maxi-
mum in late fall/early winter. During this period, the meridional salinity advection represents the dominant
MLS source at 10W (Figure 12e). Magnitude and phase of eddy salinity advection at 10W is also very simi-
lar to 23W. It exhibits a semiannual cycle with minimum in December/January and July/August. The sum of
the seasonal cycle of meridional salinity advection and eddy salinity advection at the buoy site is again
small (cf. 23W) in boreal summer, which is similar to the total meridional salinity advection estimated dur-
ing the CTE. Also as for 23W, the sum during June and July is negative, indicating freshening due to meridi-
onal salinity advection, which was not found during the CTE.
The seasonal cycle of entrainment at the PIRATA buoy at 10W has its maximum in March and April contrib-
uting to the MLS increase during this period (Figure 12e). During the rest of the year, the contribution of
entrainment is weak. This is consistent with the estimate of entrainment during the CTE, when the contribu-
tion of entrainment was rather negligible due to weak salinity differences between the ML and below the
ML albeit rather strong entrainment velocities. Weak positive and negative entrainment contributions to
MLS changes were obtained due to changes in sign of the vertical salinity gradient below the ML.
The diapycnal salt ﬂux at the 10W-PIRATA buoy increases the MLS in May and June, followed by a freshen-
ing contribution during July. Later in September and November, again a positive salt ﬂux from the subsur-
face layer into the ML through diapycnal mixing was observed. The ﬁndings for June and July are
comparable with the CTE results that showed a positive diapycnal salt ﬂux, leading to a MLS increase during
June, followed by a negligible contribution to the MLS budget in July 2011.
The observed MLS increase during May 2011 in the ACT region is identiﬁable in the seasonal cycle of the
salinity tendency at 10W (and 23W) as well (Figure 12f). This increase weakens during June and July in the
central ACT region. The MLS increase at the equatorial PIRATA buoy site at 10W is not explained by the
considered processes from equation (2). The remaining residual indicates either a missing source of salinity
or an overestimate of the freshening contributions (Figure 12f). Observed diapycnal mixing in May and
June provides a positive salt ﬂux into the ML and thus reduces the residual, leading to a balanced salinity
budget within the uncertainties at least during June. From March to May, vertical salinity gradients between
the ML and the thermocline are largest (cf. Figure 9). It is thus likely that diapycnal mixing during this period
contributes to increase MLS and thus decrease the residual. However, so far no microstructure observations
from 10W during these months are available. The remaining imbalance between the sum of terms and the
observed salinity tendency at this location also coincides with periods of highly elevated zonal advection
(March to July) and periods of elevated meridional advection (September to December). Possibly, the
remaining imbalance is caused by an overestimation of these terms, which is either caused by overesti-
mated horizontal velocities or horizontal salinity gradients. As the same velocity product did not cause
imbalances in the ML heat budget at this location in another study [Hummels et al., 2014], it could be
argued that the zonal and meridional salinity gradients are still not sufﬁciently well resolved by Argo ﬂoats.
4. Summary and Conclusion
Within the present study, the physical processes responsible for MLT and MLS changes during cold tongue
development in 2011 have been investigated using an extensive set of in situ and satellite data, reanalysis
products, and assimilation model output. In contrast to other studies evaluating the ML heat and salinity
budget at individual locations or empirically deﬁned boxes, the strategy pursued here was to evaluate the
individual contributions to the ML budgets in two boxes representing the western ACT region and a region
to the north of it. The boundary between the two boxes was deﬁned by the temporally varying maximum
of the meridional SST gradient. In general, the results concerning the ML heat budget agree with previous
studies of the same region [Hummels et al., 2013; Jouanno et al., 2011a; Wade et al., 2011], despite the differ-
ent approaches regarding box-averaged or local budgets. The diapycnal heat ﬂux stands out as the domi-
nant cooling term during ACT development, which has been inferred here from microstructure
observations distributed within the ACT box. This ﬁnding is in agreement with previous studies [Hummels
et al., 2013; Jouanno et al., 2011a]. It also gives conﬁdence that the chosen region for averaging is adequate
to investigate the contributions to the ML budgets representative for the western ACT.
The MLS budget has to our knowledge not been investigated within this region before. MLS tendency is posi-
tive during ACT development. However, diapycnal mixing played only a minor role in the MLS budget. This is
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due to a rather weak vertical salinity gradient in the western ACT during the period of the CTE, which partly
even changed sign. The horizontal salinity advection, especially its zonal component, represents the dominant
contribution to the MLS budget. Contrary to the MLT budget, the MLS budget is partly not closed within the
estimated uncertainties, although considering diapycnal ﬂux contributions. This suggests the presence of
unaccounted errors in the MLS budget that might result from the used products or methodology. In summary,
tendencies and major ﬂux contributions to MLT and MLS within the CTE period from May to July 2011 were:
ACT box
1. The heat content tendency of the ML was negative throughout the CTE period. The net surface heat ﬂux
constantly warmed the ML. Dominant cooling terms were diapycnal mixing through the ML base and
zonal advection associated with the transport of cold water from the GG. The sum of these contributions
balanced the observed MLT changes within the uncertainties.
2. MLS tendency was positive at the beginning of the CTE in May and became close to zero in June and
July. Evaporation exceeded precipitation throughout the CTE. Horizontal salinity advection was the dom-
inant contributor to ML freshening from May to mid-June. Entrainment was negligible throughout the
CTE. The contribution of diapycnal mixing was relatively small. The sum of these contributions balanced
the observed MLS changes within the uncertainties in June and the beginning of July. A residual
between observed MLS changes and the sum of all contributions remained during May.
Northern box
1. Heat content tendency was negative during the CTE but considerably lower when compared to the ACT
box. Net surface heat ﬂux was small, warming the ML at the beginning of the CTE and cooling the ML
afterward. Horizontal heat advection cooled the ML during the entire CTE, except at the end of June,
when advection weakly warmed the ML. Entrainment weakly cooled the ML throughout the CTE. The
sum of these contributions balanced the observed MLT changes within the uncertainties.
2. The MLS decreased during May and increased later in June and July. Precipitation was the main contrib-
utor to MLS changes during the beginning of the CTE in May, when zonal and meridional advection can-
celled out each other. In June and July, when precipitation and evaporation were of similar magnitude,
horizontal salinity advection, mainly the zonal component, was the main contributor to the MLS
increase, particularly in the beginning of June. The observed MLS tendency was balanced within the
uncertainties by the sum of resolved ﬂux contributions.
To address the generality of the results obtained during the period of the CTE, the mean seasonal cycle of
the contributions to the MLS budget was evaluated at three PIRATA buoy locations, on the equator at 23W
and 10W and at 4N, 23W. Overall, the dominant ﬂux contributions determined at the buoy positions for
the CTE period agreed well in magnitude and phase with the box averaged ﬂux contributions. At the equa-
torial buoy site at 10W, zonal salinity advection is the dominant term contributing to a freshening of the
ML from December to July (Figure 12e) and the magnitude of the contribution is a factor of two larger in
the central ACT region at 10W compared to the western ACT region at 23W (Figure 12c). Precipitation and
meridional eddy advection also signiﬁcantly contribute to a freshening of the ML within the ACT region
throughout the year. Meridional advection, entrainment, and evaporation contribute to increase MLS.
Finally, diapycnal mixing increases salinity predominantly from November to June and is negligible during
the other months of the year. The results emphasize that the MLS tendency is largely balanced by ocean
processes and to a lesser extent by the net surface freshwater ﬂux (see Figure 12).
Furthermore, the evaluation of the mean seasonal cycles at the PIRATA buoy locations emphasized that
zonal salinity advection is the main contributor to the MLS budget in the western ACT during the ﬁrst half
of the year. Two major branches of the SEC, the nSEC slightly north of the equator (mean position: 1N at
10W and 2N at 23W) and the cSEC south of the equator (mean position: 3S–4S at 10W and 4S
at 23W) [e.g., Lumpkin and Garzoli, 2005; Brandt et al., 2006; Kolodziejczyk et al., 2009], provide negative
salinity advection. However, its contribution rapidly weakens toward the end of June. Due to the fact that
the two branches of the SEC are still present during this period, the strong weakening of zonal salinity
advection results from a decrease of the zonal salinity gradient. In fact, a large MLS increase in the EEA in
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June and July 2011 was observed in the SMOS SSS (Figure 6). As evaporation increases MLS in the central
and EEA homogeneously, the elevated MLS in the EEA must have their origin in subsurface processes.
Recently, Kolodziejczyk et al. [2014] conjectured vertical diffusion toward the sea surface in the GG occurring
between May and August as the fate of the high-saline thermocline waters that are transported eastward
within the EUC during the spring period [Johns et al., 2014]. This requires enhanced diapycnal mixing in the
GG from late boreal spring through summer, which was indeed indicated by numerical simulations with a
general circulation model [Jouanno et al., 2011b].
Although the salinity ﬂux into the ML associated with diapycnal mixing was weak during the CTE, it is in
general a salinity-increasing contributor to the MLS budget of the ACT. This is due to the fact that the EUC
core is generally associated with a subsurface salinity maximum and hence diapycnal mixing acts to
increase MLS. Surprisingly though on some stations in the central ACT region, diapycnal mixing partly con-
tributed to decrease MLS in boreal summer. These local freshening events are due to the local reversal of
the vertical salinity gradient below the ML. The question arises which processes are responsible for the
reversal of the vertical salinity gradient. According to the ﬁndings of Jouanno et al. [2011b] and as hypothe-
sized in recent studies by Kolodziejczyk et al. [2014] and Johns et al. [2014], a possible explanation is that a
part of the additional salt in the ML was previously entrained or mixed from the thermocline layer in the GG
(and parts of the central ACT) upward, simultaneously eroding the salinity maximum of the EUC. Evapora-
tion further increased the MLS, ﬁnally leading to a strong reduction or reversal of the vertical salinity gradi-
ent below the ML. Differing meridional displacements of existing meridional salinity gradients in the ML
and the EUC below due to TIWs might as well contribute to local changes in the vertical salinity gradient
below the ML, which is illustrated by the glider section at the PIRATA buoy at the equator, 10W.
Strong local differences of vertical gradients and diapycnal diffusivities at the base of the ML within the ACT box
were observed. Diapycnal ﬂuxes calculated by using box averages of vertical gradients and diapycnal diffusivities
do not agree with the box average of locally calculated diapycnal ﬂuxes due to a correlation of vertical gradients
and diapycnal diffusivities. Similarly, diapycnal mixing as conjectured from box-averaged budget residuals might
become erroneous when averaging over larger regions. Microstructure observations as they are used here are
still rather sparse. To get more reliable estimates on the variability in space and time of the diapycnal heat and
salt ﬂuxes at the ML base, other observational platforms have to be used with higher spatial and/or temporal
resolution such as, e.g., gliders equipped with microstructure sensors or moored microstructure measurements.
For the calculation of the horizontal advection, surface or upper-ocean currents are necessary together with
horizontal gradients of MLT and MLS. To estimate box averages of the advection, a velocity product is
needed with a high temporal and spatial resolution within the entire box. In this study, the OSCAR product
is used, which is estimated from satellite observation and not directly constrained by observations. In partic-
ular, in the equatorial band, OSCAR velocities strongly deviate from subsurface ADCP velocities measured at
PIRATA locations (Figure 4) and also from velocities of the MERCATOR assimilation model. The discrepancy
in the velocity products results in a large uncertainty of the box-averaged horizontal advection for the CTE.
A general good agreement between in situ SSS and SMOS SSS was shown for the cold tongue region with
an estimated accuracy of satellite SSS similar to the previous studies [Boutin et al., 2013, 2012; Reul et al.,
2012]. In regions strongly affected by precipitation, substantial differences between SSS and MLS were
observed (Figure 3) that introduce additional uncertainty when using SSS for studying ML processes. How-
ever, the steadily improving SSS measurements are the basis for improving the MLS budget particularly by
better constraining individual contributions due to the different atmospheric and oceanic processes in
dynamically varying regions.
Together with several previous studies, the present study improved our understanding of the seasonal and
intraseasonal variability of temperature and salinity within the ML in the central equatorial Atlantic. The
interesting question regarding the contribution of different processes to interannual variations of ML prop-
erties and thus to a deterministic or stochastic behavior of climate relevant SST variability remains to be
addressed in future studies.
Appendix A: Box Clustering of the Data
Time series of glider observations were used to study the upper-ocean variability. The high resolution in
time (one proﬁle in approximately 4 h) as well as in space (one proﬁle every 3–4 km) made it possible to
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examine the spatiotemporal variability in the central tropical Atlantic. To discriminate between the ACT and
the region north of it, two boxes were chosen in which data were averaged. The two boxes are the ACT box
characterized by strong cooling and the northern box north of the ACT box with weak cooling during cold
tongue development.
Here we used the meridional SST gradient to determine the northern and southern boundary of the ACT
box. The maximum SST gradient between 1S and 4N deﬁnes the northern boundary and the minimum
SST gradient between 5S and 2S the southern boundary of the ACT box. These boundaries vary in time. A
wave-like structure, associated with TIW propagation is weak in May and at the beginning of June in the
SST data. In addition, the undulations of the SST front increased in amplitude with the intensiﬁcation of the
cooling. The calculation of the meridional boundaries of the ACT box was done separately with the satellite
SSTs and with the model SSTs, due to the different phases of TIW propagation in both products as visible in
the meridional velocities at two PIRATA buoy sites (Figure 4c). The zonal boundaries of the ACT box were
ﬁxed and set to 23W and 10W. The northern box has a ﬁxed northern boundary at 8N, a western bound-
ary at 23W and a northeastern boundary connecting 16W, 8N with 10W, 2N.
The time period of 10 days that was used for averaging all data in the boxes follows from the decorrelation
time scales for tropical Atlantic currents. Decorrelation time scale for the meridional currents is between 7–
10 days [Perez et al., 2014] and about 8–10 days for the zonal currents [Garraffo et al., 2001; Lumpkin et al.,
2002]. The 10 day period is also consistent with the Argo period and the representation of the OSCAR prod-
uct [Johnson et al., 2007]. The proﬁles in both boxes were averaged by bootstrapping with 1000 realizations.
The mean of all realizations was taken as the value for the box (for MLT, MLS, MLD, the temperature differ-
ence between MLT and the temperature below the ML base, the salinity difference of MLS and salinity
below the ML base). The error was computed as two standard deviations encompassing 95% of the data.
Uncertainties for dissipation rates of TKE were estimated by bootstrapping and the propagation of errors
was calculated with the procedure of Ferrari and Polzin [2005] for diapycnal diffusivities and accordingly for
the heat and salt ﬂuxes [Schafstall et al., 2010].
Box-averaged lateral gradients of MLT and MLS were calculated by using satellite SSTs and SSSs. These
gridded products are available at 3 day time resolution. Precipitation, evaporation, net shortwave and long-
wave radiation, as well as turbulent heat ﬂuxes (latent and sensible) through the ocean’s surface were aver-
aged over the two boxes. The uncertainty of the box average was determined by taking the error,
determined by the comparison with shipboard measurements, at every grid point into account. Errors for
the velocities were estimated by comparing satellite-derived velocities with in situ measurements.
Appendix B: Comparison of Atmospheric Data Sets for Heat and Freshwater Fluxes
With Observations
For the calculation of the surface radiative and turbulent heat ﬂuxes and the freshwater ﬂux, several prod-
ucts were compared with in situ shipboard measurements, which are a combination of onboard radiation
and rain measurement devices, a pyranometer/pyrgeometer system, and an optical disdrometer. The meth-
odology used to compare in situ data and satellite-derived precipitation is described by Bumke et al. [2012]
for the Baltic Sea and adapted here for the equatorial Atlantic. Due to the high spatial and temporal variabil-
ity of precipitation, a speciﬁc statistical analysis was used that compared in situ precipitation measurements
and satellite-derived data or reanalysis data. This analysis follows the recommendations given by the World
Meteorological Organization (WMO) for binary or dichotomous forecasts (a detailed description is provided
through the ‘‘WWRP/WGNE Joint Working Group on Forecast Veriﬁcation Research’’ and online available at:
http://www.cawcr.gov.au/projects/veriﬁcation/#Methods_for_dichotomous_forecasts). For comparison, we
used hourly data. These 1 h averages of measured rain rates were compared to hourly interpolated ﬁelds.
We allowed 65 km distance between ship and grid point for AMSR-E, TMI, and SSMIS. For ERA-Interim, we
used 120 km and for NCEP2, 240 km according to the data sets spatial resolution. The bias score close to 1
for AMSR-E and SSMIS indicates similar rain probabilities as observed, while rain probabilities for NCEP2 are
more than four times and that of ERA-Interim 14 times higher than observed. For TMI data, we estimated a
bias score of 0.7. The statistical analysis suggests that we have to take into account that precipitation is a
rare event. In this case, an estimate of the performance is the so-called threat score or critical success index
(CSI) instead of the correct proportion. The CSI is about 0.3 for the AMSR-E and SSMIS data compared to less
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than 0.15 for NCEP2, ERA-Interim, and TMI. These results indicate that SSMIS and AMSR-E data give the
most reliable information about precipitation. This is supported by biases in average rain rates, which are of
the order of 215% to130% for SSMIS and AMSR-E,270% for TMI,1110% for NCEP2, and even1250% for
ERA-Interim.
We computed daily mean heat ﬂuxes and evaporation along the cruise track of the research vessel using mete-
orological data for the estimation of the turbulent heat ﬂuxes and evaporation and the bulk transfer coefﬁcients
of Bumke et al. [2014]. They estimated the coefﬁcients after the inertial dissipation method and compared their
calculated ﬂuxes with ﬂuxes determined after the COARE algorithm [Fairall et al., 2003]. All considered atmos-
pheric products were interpolated on a regular 1 3 1 grid and averaged over 24 h. The grid boxes on the 1
3 1 grid covered by the vessel on 1 day were then averaged. The comparison of the statistical parameters
(bias, standard deviation, and rms difference) of the several products against the in situ shipboard measure-
ments (Table 1) indicate larger than observed latent heat ﬂuxes into the atmosphere in the equatorial regions in
the reanalysis products. This bias was also found in a validation study of Kubota et al. [2003].
The heat ﬂuxes and the evaporation from TropFlux and the precipitation from AMSR-E were chosen for fur-
ther calculations within this study.
Appendix C: Comparison of Satellite SST and SSS With Observations
All available surface data from glider, ﬂoat, and CTD measurements as well as hourly averaged thermosali-
nograph observations were used to compare in situ and satellite data for the period from 7 May to 11 July
2011 (Figure 3). The maximum distance between the closest satellite grid point, from 3 day mean SST and
SSS satellite images, and in situ measurements is 1/6 or 10 nm. Satellite and in situ SST data agree well
(Figure 3a) with a correlation coefﬁcient of 0.98. We estimated (and corrected for the analysis) an offset of
20.17C (SSTTMI – SSTin situ) with a standard deviation of 0.52C. As expected for the SSS (Figure 3b), the cor-
relation was lower, with a correlation coefﬁcient of about 0.77. The local nature of freshwater anomalies,
due to the lack of an air/sea feedback, is expected to be one reason, but also the differences in the observed
ocean volume contribute. For example, the dispersion of a freshwater anomaly due to a local rainfall event
will be very much conﬁned to the upper few centimeters of the water column and may not be recognized
in the near-surface in situ data typically taken below 1 m depth [see also, e.g., Boutin et al., 2013]. This can
be evidenced when evaluating SMOS SSS observations coinciding (within 3 day averages) with precipitation
events (rain rate 0.1 mm h21) as observed by AMSR-E. These data points indicate a mean bias of MLS
compared to satellite SSS of20.39 (SSSSMOS – SSSin situ). Since only 8% of the SSS data coincide with precipi-
tation data, the total bias reduces to 20.11. Hence, for all satellite SSS data points, an offset of 0.11 was
added and a standard deviation of 0.34 was applied.
Appendix D: Velocity Validation
Johnson et al. [2007] found signiﬁcant correlations (0.5–0.8) between the OSCAR zonal velocities and zonal
velocities from moored current meters (MCMs: MCMs are a combination of mechanical current meters and
mADCPs), mADCPs, drifters, and shipboard current proﬁlers for the near-equatorial region of the Paciﬁc.
Meridional velocity is signiﬁcantly less correlated compared to the correlation of the zonal velocity. The
Atlantic Ocean was also examined but not shown in the paper and showed similar correlations. Foltz et al.
[2012] found similar results at two mooring sites (4N and 12N) at 23W in the equatorial North Atlantic by
comparing 5 day averaged velocity data of OSCAR and MCMs. At 4N, they found a correlation of 0.8 for the
zonal velocity and no correlation for the meridional velocity.
For the equatorial mooring at 10W, we found correlations of 0.43 for the zonal velocity and20.1 for the
meridional velocity by applying the same method as Johnson et al. [2007] with 5 day averaged data and
using almost 13 months of upward looking mADCP proﬁles. Data in the upper 10–12 m of these proﬁles
affected by surface reﬂections were discarded. To ﬁll the gap of the upper 10–12 m, we extrapolated the
proﬁles to the surface assuming constant shear. Afterward, the upper 30 m were averaged via trapezoidal
integration.
The RMS of the differences was estimated with 0.21 m s21 for the zonal velocity and 0.06 m s21 for the
meridional velocity. The same comparison for the same time period was done at the equatorial mooring at
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23W. A correlation between the zonal velocities of 0.66 and between the meridional velocities of20.05
showed a slightly better correlation for the zonal component than at the equatorial mooring at 10W. The
RMS difference was estimated with 0.17 m s21. For the meridional velocities, a RMS of the differences of
0.03 m s21 was calculated. Finally, the mean of the RMS of the differences at both sites was taken as the
uncertainty for the horizontal velocities in the ACT box, leading to 0.19 m s21 for the zonal velocity and
0.04 m s21 for the meridional velocity. The absence of correlation for the meridional velocity at both moor-
ing sites highlights the fact that the OSCAR velocities do not capture TIWs. In the northern box, the uncer-
tainty estimates of Foltz et al. [2013] for the mooring at 4N, 23W were chosen, with a zonal uncertainty of
0.10 m s21 and a meridional uncertainty of 0.08 m s21. They compared monthly OSCAR velocities with
PIRATA currents (combination of ADCP and MCM) at three mooring sites (4N, 11.5N, and 20.5N) at 23W.
They excluded the equatorial mooring, for which we found a large discrepancy between zonal velocities
from OSCAR and moored observations.
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